


Abu Dhabi, the capital city of the UAE, is famous for its 

fascinating combination of tradition, innovation, and 

modernism. The city is a shopaholic's dream and an 

ideal place to witness the Arabian settings.

Dubai, the most hip city in the Middle East, is home to a 

host of entertainment such as shopping hubs, theme 

parks, and really tall towers!

Enjoy your trip with this value package!

Your package includes

• Bronze ticket at Ferrari World Abu Dhabi

• Ski Dubai Snow Park Super Pass

• Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo ticket

• Aquaventure Waterpark, Atlantis ticket

• Free ticket for The Lost Chambers Aquarium, 

Atlantis

• Mineral water bottle and soft drinks for Ferrari 

World Abu Dhabi trip

• Transfers available

*Terms apply .The package is subject to availability, and transfers are on 

SIC basis. Pick ups are from either Dubai only or Dubai and Sharjah; please 

confirm pick up point prior to trip. Prices are valid until 31 December 2016. 

Price is correct at the time of publication and is subject to change without 

notice. Children aged from 3 to 11 years old will be entitled for the child rate.



Ski Dubai Snow Park, is the 

complete family entertainer. Go 

crazy in the Tobogganing hills, or in 

the Twin Track Bobsled ride. Have 

fun in the snowball throwing gallery 

and the Snow Cavern, filled with 

interactive experiences and 

amazing sights & sounds. A large 

observation tower offers a perfect 

view of the Ski Dubai main slope. 

The latest addition to the Snow Park 

is March of the Penguins. Pick up is 

generally between 10:30 and 11:30 

am and guests can request a drop-

off as per their convenience.

Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo gets 

you up close and personal with more than 

33,000 aquatic creatures. The world’s 

largest aquarium window brings you sand 

tiger sharks, graceful stingrays, giant 

groupers, and shimming shoals of pelagic 

fish.

Walk along the rainforest, rocky shore, and 

living ocean environments at the 

Underwater Zoo to face dangerous 

piranha, giant catfish, playful otters, a 

Humboldt penguin colony, and more. View 

the rainforest from a suspension bridge 

high above the river and tree canopy, or 

reach out and touch some of the more 

hardy rock pool inhabitants.

Slide down the immense Ziggurat 

and through a shark-infested 

lagoon, take a river ride of over two 

kilometers, ride the water rapids 

and white water chargers. For a 

gentler experience, younger 

visitors can plunge in splashers, a 

water playground for kids. 10 

slides, 2 dumping buckets, rope 

bridges, water jets, cannons, and 

climbing frames will keep the 

younger guests excited and 

amused all day.

The Lost Chambers Aquarium is 

an Atlantis-themed aquarium with 

underwater halls & tunnels housing 

marine life, plus feeding sessions.

SKI DUBAI

SNOW PARK

Indulge in the thrilling experience 

of Ferrari World Abu Dhabi with 

your family and friends. Enjoy at 

the Ferrari themed amusement 

park in Abu Dhabi’s Yas Island. 

This theme park is home to 

Formula Rossa, the world's fastest 

roller coaster, and Flying Aces, the 

highest roller coaster loop on the 

planet! Experience other exciting 

rides such as G-Force, Fiorano GT 

Challenge, and V12 among many 

other attractions. Please note 

Ferrari World Abu Dhabi is closed 

every Monday.
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